PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
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MATCHING
Take a look at the prehistoric animals below and draw
a line to match the modern day animal it resembles!

PREHISTORIC
Meganeura

Mammoth

Paleontologists don’t just
study dinosaurs, they study the
history of life on Earth using
fossils, which includes other
prehistoric creatures!

MODERN
Tiger

Rhinoceros

Boa Constrictor
Smilodon

Elephant
Brontotherium

Titanoboa

Dragonfly

MAZE
The Titanoboa was the biggest prehistoric snake of all time. They used their tongues to smell for
food! Help the Titanoboa find its way through the maze to capture some fish to eat.

Its name means “Titanic Boa”
because titanic means really big!

START

Titanoboas were
not poisonous!

Titanboas had
heat vision!

FINISH

CONNECT THE DOTS
The Maganeura is one of the largest insects of all time. They looked like dragonflies but WAY
larger! Connect the dots to find out how many wings they had, then color them in!
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WORD JUMBLE
Unscramble the letters to form the word that completes the sentence.

ADSD

Smilodon ___ ___ ___ ___ would protect
babies from predators while the moms
would hunt for food.

NKIEF

The Smilodon had really sharp teeth. Its

AHED

A Smilodon tooth was as big as Dana’s

name means ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Tooth!

___ ___ ___ ___ !

COLORING
Mammoths lived in the ice age! Adult mammoths would surround baby mammoths
to protect them.

COLORING
Dad Smilodons protected babies while the moms hunted!

ANSWERS
MATCHING
Take a look at the prehistoric animals below and draw
a line to match the modern day animal it resembles!

PREHISTORIC

MAZE

Paleontologists don’t just
study dinosaurs, they study the
history of life on Earth using
fossils, which includes other
prehistoric creatures!

The Titanoboa was the biggest prehistoric snake of all time. They used their tongues to smell for
food! Help the Titanoboa find its way through the maze to capture some fish to eat.

MODERN

Meganeura

Its name means “titanic boa”
because titanic means really big!

Tiger

Mammoth

START

Rhinoceros

Boa Constrictor
Smilodon

Elephant

Titanoboas were
not poisonous!

Brontotherium

Titanoboa

Titanboas had
heat vision!

Dragonfly

WORD JUMBLE
Unscramble the letters to form the word that answers the question.

ADSD
NKIEF
AHED

DADS

Smilodon ___ ___ ___ ___ would protect
babies from predators while the moms
would hunt for food.

The Smilodon had really sharp teeth. Its

KNI F E

name means ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Tooth!

A Smilodon tooth was as big as Dana’s

H
E ___
A ___
D!
___ ___

HOW TO PRONOUNCE…
Brontotherium: Bron-toe-theer-ee-um

Smilodon: Smile-oh-don

Mammoth: Mam-uth

Titanoboa: Tie-tan-oh-bo-ah

Meganeurs: Mega-nur-ah

